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Englishman Douglas R. Hill left Pall Mall
Sunday afternoon, March 13 1921, aboard an
HRD motorcycle with Watsonian "Kwikfit"
sidecar on a round-the-world record attempt
hoping to beat the time of five months, three
weeks, set by two Frenchmen. Hill used the
sidecar to store spare parts, oil and petrol. He
planned to go straight through France into
Spain, by boat to New Orleans, across
America to San Francisco, by boat again to
Japan, on to Singapore and finally through
Europe via Siberia.
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Notes from the President......
Returning home from England I'm

pleased to announce the British Federation of
Sidecar Clubs will be hosting a 75th year
birthday party for Watsonian sidecars, tenta-
tively scheduled for mid-August 1987 during
England's bank holiday weekend. The rally
will be at the National Motorcycle Museum
near Birmingham. This is Britain's motorcy-
cling heritage -- Norton, AJS, Ariel, BSA,
Triumph, Royal Enfield, Vincent, Zenith,
Velocette, Sunbeam, Brough Superior and the
one-off Watsonian motorcycle, a big V-twin
1000cc built in 1950. Attached to it is a beauti-
ful early Watsonian Monaco sidecar. The
museum has over 400 machines restored to
original and on display.

Also the well-stocked gift shop filled
with all the goodies -- pins, badges, posters
and the book shelves packed with hard-to-find
info. Then grab your gifts and books, and go
upstairs to the Vincent Restaurant with plenty
of good food, coffee, tea... aaah! and sore feet
from all the walking. Feels good to sit down,
rest, and look over all your books, etc.

Founding trustee Roy Richards said that
by 1987 two more buildings will be com-
pleted, and several hundred more bikes will be
on display. More on this will be in future
issues. Please feel free to contact me if you're
interested in going.

Might mention 1986 USCA raffle. In-
stead of just a sidecar, winner can also choose
a free trip to England to attend Watsonian
Rally. 1986 will be a record year for our
association in membership benefits.
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Letters
AL SHEELY NEEDS NEW
BARN FOR STEEL STEEDS

How lucky can you get? The odds are about
1000 to 1. Well, NIR USCA member Al Sheely,
Polo, Illinois, is the winner. He had the lucky
ticket at the Land Of Lincoln Rally, September 6-
8, BMW Rally, 1985. What did he win? A brand
new 1985 R65 BMW equipped with a specially
made Daytona Fairing by Jeff Witkowski, and a
set of BMW saddle bags. Did he need the motor-
cycle? You be the judge: He has six outfits - an
EML, a Stoltzenburg, a Neval, a Harley, etc., and
a number of solo bikes. Those that has "gits."
Jokingly, the day of the rally I asked Al what he
would do if he won the "bike." He said he would
find room. Maybe he will build a new barn?

Ed Johnson, South Holland, Illinois

IOWAN NEEDS USED
SIDECAR FOR 84
INTERSTATE
Dear Mr. Johnson,

My wife and I are interested in getting a
good used sidecar to attach to our '84 Interstate,
and start taking our family. Since you were
listed in the Sidecarist, and close to our state we
thought you might be able to help us. My hope
is to someday get the Watsonian Cambridge
Deluxe (2 passengers), but for now it is my wife
and daughter, and funds are limited. So for a few
years a good used sidecar of any type should do
just fine. Anything you can send us will be
greatly appreciated! I'm sure in your travels you
meet and talk to a lot of people buying and
selling their hacks. Thanks again!

Rich & Tammy Crull, R. R. #3, Box 28

Washington, IA 52353
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Letters
ONCE A MAN'S WORD WAS
AS GOOD AS HIS BOND
Dear Mr. Bingham:

I want to express my thanks to you for the
help you gave to me in regards to both the
adjustments you suggested and the time you rode
with me on my bike and sidecar.

For years I had the desire to ride my own
bike, however the fact that I have cerebral palsy
which requires that I use crutches, made my
situation different than most people who want to
ride motorcycles. Since I don't have the balance
to hold up the bike on my own, I needed a
sidecar. So in June of 1985, I purchased an '81
Kawasaki KZ1000 and contacted California
Sidecar in Garden Grove about the appropriate
sidecar for my bike. Since you and our organiza-
tion are interested in sidears and the industry in
general, I want to relate to you the circumstances
in regards to the purchase of the sidecar.

Before I agreed to buy the sidecar, I asked
the sales manager if they gave lessons on how to
operate a bike with a sidecar attached. I specifi-
cally used the term "lessons." He stated that there
were people in his company who were knowl-
edgeable about this and they would be available
to give me lessons after the sidecar was attached.
Based on his statement, I went ahead and bought
the sidecar, and had them install it at an addi-
tional fee so I could begin taking lessons as soon
as possible.

Doug, their "lessons" consisted of a 5 to 10
minute ride around the block. I was a passenger
in the sidecar the entire time. The person who
drove made some right turns, then told me to put
about 50 pounds of ballast in the sidecar if I want
to ride solo, and to take right turns 5 mph slower
than the posted speed limit. After no more than
10 minutes later he went back to what he was
doing - end of lessons. A friend of mine who has
ridden bikes without sidecars agreed to drive the
bike approximately 35 miles to get it to my
home.

The original reason I had contacted you was
because the next day which was the first day I
tried to ride, I ended up crashing into a wall
while making a right turn. I was going slow so
there was only damage to the fairing, which has
subsequently been repaired. But accident or not,
that 10 minute drive around the block did not
prepare me to operate this motorcycle safely.

In retrospect, I should not have been so
incredibly naive to believe that I was in any way
prepared to ride safely under those conditions.
But I will always wonder why California Sidecar
gave the impression that they were willing to
teach a total beginner if that was not the case. In
fairness to them, they did give me a printed list
of pointers on how to ride with a sidecar. Perhaps
for a veteran biker that would have been enough,
but I was clearly not in that category.

Well, I guess you have to 'chalk it up to
"live and learn," although that saying becomes
more poignant when you consider the possible
negative aspects of failing to learn where motor-
cycles are concerned.

Thanks again for your help and interest.
Also please find enclosed a membership applica-
tion to the United Sidecar Association. I have
also requested by mail a copy of the sidecar
manuals listed in The Sidecarist.

Sincerely,

John Poteet, Carson, Calif.

FLATTERY (NOT BREAD)
IS THE STAFF OF LIFE
Gentlemen:

I really enjoy The Sidecarist." It has im-
proved greatly in format, content, spelling!, etc.
Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

Edward K. Johnson, Somewhere in Italy
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Letters
HERE'S A GOOD IDEA FOR
A QUICK, EASY VENT

I would like to compliment all of you who
are involved in the production of The Sidecarist.
I look forward to my copy each month.

I would like to share an easy sidecar modifi-
cation with other USA members. I have installed
a vent in my Velorex sidecar (see photo). This
vent may be closed completely or adjusted to any
angle. The vent is from a Peterbilt truck, and may
be purchased at any Peterbilt dealer using part
number 18-02147.

I purchased this item for under $9.00, and
installed it in less than 30 minutes. Installation is
done by cutting a hole in the sidecar body 4 1/
16" x 2 1/2", and snapping in the vent. Four tabs
hold the vent in place, and I have had no trouble
at all with mine. A vent was necessary for my rig,
as both my daughters and the family dog ride in
the sidecar.

The photos were taken at Beavers Bend
State Park near Broken Bow, OK, during our
Labor Day weekend camping trip. I also pull a
Time Out camping trailer with my outfit.

Ride safe and enjoy!

Jeff McCann, Grand Prairie, Texas

ARE THERE ANY OTHER
SIDECARISTS IN TEXAS?
Dear Sirs:

Since having joined the United Sidecar
Association, I have really enjoyed your maga-
zine. It has a lot of interesting articles and tech
letters which have helped me set up my first rig
(a 750 Suzuki/Velorex) properly, and I enjoy
hearing other people's experiences.

I never really considered a sidecar as any-
thing but dead weight to lug around until re-
cently, when I became interested in them after
having bought your sidecar manual at the Astro-
dome Show in February '85. I started biking at
age 13 in the mid '60s. I am a member of the
Honda generation, and have never even consid-
ered a Harley, sorry. I have always preferred
performance, reliability, and comfort in a motor-
cycle. Also, I refuse to pay for a bike that costs
more than a car. The new Evolution Sportster is a
great leap forward and I would consider owning
one if I were in the market for a new bike. But I
think I'd still save some cash and gain some
power and buy a good used GS 1100 instead.

After college, I got into road racing, a sport
that has captivated my time, interest, and check-
book to this day. In nine years of racing, I have
spent fortunes having owned an R5B Yamaha, a
modified RD350B, an RD400D, TZ250, and an
RD250B with TZ top end, and many modifica-
tions and expensive parts which I currently
campaign. In one race week, the 1981 Daytona
lightweight novice race, I spent nearly $3,000 for
one race and that was low bucks.

I have been a member of several motor-
cycling organizations such as the San Jacinto
High Rollers, Toters MC, and TMRA. In those
organizations, I enjoyed making runs, competing
in field meets, partying, and generally being with
other people to whom motorcycles were their
main interest. What I did not care for about some
of those runs were the pseudo-outlaw elements
which inevitably showed up - not quite 1% ers,
but close enough.
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Letters
I got married a few years ago, and had a

little girl ten months later. That kinda put a
halt to bike trips as I knew them for awhile,
and is what sent me in the inevitable direc-
tion of the sidecar (familiar story?). I got
the Velorex be-cause it was inexpensive,
simple, and I had heard of them before. I
figured if I didn't like it, it would be a
minimal loss, and if I did like it, I could get
a nicer rig later. Well friends, after one trip
to the Ozarks and a few shorter trips around
Texas in one summer alone, my wife and I
are thinking Watsonian or EML. My kid was
weaned in the thing, she loves it better than
Mom & Pop.

The only complaints are that it seems:

(1) All roads in Texas have a 45° camber.

(2) All winds in Texas blow from the left
front.

(3) All turns in Texas and Arkansas are
either uphill lefthanders or downhill right
handers, and are usually off camber in any
case.

That's not nearly enough to keep me
from loving the thing; though, to my
mother, that's totally irrational. But then, my
mother wrote my sanity off a long time ago.

The one thing I'm still missing, and am
writing this letter to complain about is
gatherings with fellow sidecarists. Do I have
to drive to New York or California to attend
a run? We should organize some activities
here in Texas. Is there a Texas chapter? If
not, Texans listen up, let's organize one!

Hope to see some response to this
letter. Maybe if I can find someone crazy
enough to monkey and bucks enough to
finance a TZ750 motor and a good chassis, I
can combine my two favorite motorcycle
sports someday.

Jack Giesecke, Rt 3, Box 4 Port Lavaca,
TX 77979

CANADIAN BIGFOOT
RALLY A BIG SUCCESS
Dear Hal:

Well, the 1985 Bigfoot Roundup Side-
car Rally (July 4-7) is history (sigh of re-
lief), and now is the time to get down to
wrapping up all the ends. One of the most
important of these is to drop a note to the
people who donated services, articles for
prizes and bought advertising space in our
rally brochure. Often these people get lost in
the shuffle after the rally is over and only a
memory. In order to not do this and to thank
you for your contribution to the Bigfoot
Roundup, we have decided to write this
short note and thank you personally for your
encouraging letter and the generous rally
coverage that the USCA gave us. We loved
the head of Bigfoot in the final magazine
before rally time! We hope to see you next
year at the National Rally.

We feel the rally was a real success, and
the 115 people (22 under 12 years old) who
attended seemed to reflect that feeling. We
had a number of visitors who were inter-
ested in finding out more about side-cars,
and the 16 different types on display gave
them a good cross section to look at.

In total, 35 sidecar rigs, 22 solo bikes,
3 cars, 2 truck/camper units and 1
motorhome were registered at the rally. The
rally took a lot of time and effort, but we
like to call it a labour of love. We enjoyed
hosting the rally and meeting so many really
nice people.

Once again, thank you very much for
your generosity and your support of side-
caring.

Ride Safe & Happy Sidecaring!

Gordon & Pat Partridge Alberta,
Canada
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Letters
WHO WILL PASS
MARY'S RECORD?
Dear Ed Johnson:

Enclosed are pictures of myself
and the sidecar outfit. You mentioned
doing an article on the fact that I am
probably the only woman in the
country who has the honor of 250,000
BMW miles ALL IN THE SIDE-
CAR.

This honor was given to me
about three years ago so the total to
date would be about 285,000. The
longest trip we took was about 9,500
miles several years ago from Pennsyl-
vania to Colorado, to Yakima to
Seattle Washington, and then to
Minomine Wisconsin to the sidecar
rally and back to Pa.

I started riding exclusively in the
sidecar about 1959 or 1960, and since

cycling is my husband's only
hobby, we do a lot of local and long
distance riding. We are both life
members of A.M.A. and
B.M.W.M.O.A. members as well as
United Sidecar Assoc. ihembers.

I enjoy reading other people's
opinion of their experiences INSIDE
THE SIDECAR as I know nothing
about the mechanics. I started riding
in the car 25 years ago. We are both
retired now so I'm sure there will be a
lot more miles added to that 250,000
from here on.

We started with a BMW sidecar,
T 500 Special, then we had a Spirit of
America sidecar. At present we have a
Velorex on a BMW 900 and a
Watsonian on a BMW R69/S.

Eugene W. and Mary M. Hess
#43 Landisville, Penna.

Nary Hess - 250,000 miles on a BMW in a Sidecar
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Letters
SEND A POSTCARD TO
SCOTLAND FOR ONLY 33c
Dear Donna:

Got your notice today. So here's my check. Hope
it doesn't bounce. I had a good time at Rally in Ply-
mouth. Met some interesting people as I usually do.

I got another part for Ariel from England. But
before I had a chance to install it, I went to the hospital
for an operation, and can't do anything much for five
weeks. By that time, summer will be over.

It would be nice if you would put the following in
publication for those who might like to help.

Buddy is a boy with leukemia. He is trying to get
in Guinness Book of Records for his postcard collec-
tion. Members willing to help should send a postcard
to: Buddy, PLO Box 76, Paisley, Rendrewshire,
Scotland. Let us help this kid along.

Dalton Harrow, Norwell, Mass.

SABISTON MFG DOES’NT
EXPORT SIDECARS
Dear Doug:

Thank you for the July Sidecarist and earlier
editions. It's great to be able to read a mag written for
and by people who think motorcycles were meant to
have three wheels. Also, thank you for the free press.

I have recently sold my engineering business, and
am gainfully employed by the new owners, maintain-
ing and building machinery for the backing industry.

However, I continue to build sidecars from my
home as a spare time hobby business. So in the mean-
time at least, I have shelved any plans to export my
chair but shall continue to be a small but enthusiastic
manufacturer and sidecarist.

Thank you for your interest.

Kind Regards

Alastair Sabisto, Christchurch, New Zealand

Q & A: IS A SIDECAR SAFE
Dear Mr. Beaumont:

Several months ago I began my very first
subscription to The Sidecarist because I am
seeking information about sidecars. I would like
to hear from people who have sidecars because I
have some questions that need answers.

I started with a 400, then a 550, and now I
ride a Honda CB900 Custom which I bought in
1982. When I bought it, six of us took a 2,000
mile camping trip to Nevada and Utah. Since that
time I haven't been on any long rides. I have a
roommate who would like to ride passenger but I
don't feel that comfortable with a passenger.

Memorial Day weekend this year, we drove
two-up to Fresno to attend the Gold Wing Rally,
and half way down there I asked Ed to take my
passenger. I think that with a sidecar I wouldn't
have to "balance" the load as the sidecar would
do that, I weigh 120 pounds, 5'5", and my pas-
senger weighs 160 pounds.

With a sidecar I could put her behind me,
and we could load up the sidecar with baggage
plus my dog who loves to go with me. Right now
I have a box behind me that my dog rides in - she
is a German Shepherd and weighs 55 pounds. I
have to take the box off in order to carry a
passenger.

The big question is "How do I convince my
passenger that a sidecar is safe?" She has "heard"
that they are very dangerous and believes it.

I would also drive my bike to work more
often, but I have to run errands and pick up
things that I can't fit on my bike but that would
fit into a sidecar. So, it is my feeling that I would
ride my bike more if I had a sidecar.

Another question that pops up is "Will I
forget how to ride solo if I put a sidecar on?"
Also I am not very mechanically oriented -
would that be a problem if I bought a sidecar?

I am going to try to get to that sidecar rally
down in San Diego in November, but it is hard to
get free weekends as I am a college instructor
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Letters
and chairman of the Business Department at
Santa Rosa Junior College plus Army Reserves
plus Youth Park plus this plus that. You know
how that goes. Please excuse my typo-graphical
errors - I am typing this letter to you while at
Army Reserves.

I would like to hear from any of your
readers concerning my questions. Also, if any of
your readers live in or around Sonoma County, I
would love to visit and talk sidecars so that I can
make a decision - is a sidecar for me?

Sincerely,

Ms. Toni Cannizzaro, PO Box 69,
Forestville, CA 95436

AN ESSAY ON SIDECAR
SAFETY ... AND DANGER
An article on setting up a sidecar, in the
September 1972 issue of ROAD RIDER,
concluded with the following remarks:

In summary there are two essential points
which were consistently emphasized by every
single member of our panel. Over and over again
in conversation, on the written page, or on tape
they kept repeating two basic ideas:

1) SIDECARS ARE SAFE.They are enjoyable,
fun, utilitarian, versatile—and safe!

2) KNOW-IT-ALLS ARE DANGEROUS!

This point apparently cannot be empha-
sized too strongly. The biggest danger in the
current sidecar boom is the experienced
motorcyclist who assumes quite incorrectly
that his expertise carries over into sidecar
driving. In point of fact, his experience may
just be a ticket to his own funeral unless he
approaches the sport with the same degree
of caution and willingness to learn with
which any new pursuit should be ap-
proached.

There are two ways to approach driving
a sidecar for the first time. You can hook it
up and head out onto the highway and "get

some experience" -- in which case it be-
comes a question of whether you get scared
soon enough to start using common sense
before you get dusted. Or you can approach
the new sport as a learning experience.

Frank Thompson Zuch expresses the
feeling of our panel when he states simply:
"The best and safest way to learn to drive a
sidecar rig is to have a short training session
with an experienced and competent sidecar
driver." Secondly, find an empty field,
parking lot, or an open, protected area and
practice the techniques. The sooner this
practice session takes place after the initial
lesson, the better. Use traffic cones, chalk
marks, a pile of rocks or any readily visible
marking system to indicate boundaries.
You'll be surprised at the number of times
you go astray in the beginning. That's why
you're out there in the weeds instead of on
the highway. Use ballast when there is no
passenger present, particularly in the lighter
weight outfits. This isn't being "chicken",
it's common sense. The sidecar is essentially
a device for carrying something. When it is
empty, it is operating under less than ideal
circumstances. Increase your speed gradu-
ally and don't get on the asphalt until you
know in your own mind that you are well on
your way to becoming a safe, sane sidecar
pilot.

What we are talking about is an atti-
tude. If you approach this sport with an I-
know-what-I'm-doing, don't-tell- me atti-
tude, you're begging to decorate the front
bumper of a GMC semi. If you approach it
with a modicum of sanity and common
sense, you're in for a real treat.

Above and beyond every that's been
said, the simple truth remains: Sidecars are
fun.
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RARE VINCENT/STEIB
SEEN ON CHICAGO ST.

The Vincent/Steib outfit shown in the
August Issue of The Sidecarist belongs to Glenn
Shriver, Chicago, IL. He is head of the Chicago
Chapter of the Vincent's Owners Club (I believe
the largest single group in the world), and would
like to hear from any other Vincent fans out
there. This rig has been used for extensive
touring, and is used regularly for transportation
in this area. Possibly Glenn can oblige us with
touring articles for our Sidecarist.

Ed Johnson

JIM RUBENS: WHAT'S
HAPPENING IN ILLINOIS
Dear Doug:

I attended a Northern Illinois Region USCA
committee meeting last night, and Terry Strassen-
burg told me that you want more pix from the
NIR. Hope you can use the enclosed. The people
shown are both NIR/ USCA and Chicago Region
BMWOA; that is, they belong to both clubs. The
event was the annual rally of the Chicago Region
BMWOA on Sept. 6, 7 and 8, 1985, at the
Wagon Wheel Resort, Rockton, Illinois.

Jim Rubens Joliet, Illinois

Al Sheely (center) won the Chicago BMWOA
rally grand prize, a 1985 BMW R-65 with

many accessories, donated by Marty Potasky
(right), who owns South Suburban BMW of

South Chicago Heights, Illinois. Don
Richardson (left), President of the Chicago
Region BMWOA, tells Al to get rid of that

"other brand" cap. Sheely needed the BMW
so he could have a different outfit for every

day of the week (see letter on P. 4).

We/I-known lecturer and sidecar authority
Joe Rybacek addresses a large audience at the

BMWOA rally, a comprehensive event.
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JIM RUBENS: WHAT'S HAPPENING IN ILLINOIS

BMWOA rally sidecar lecture audience. If
there had been a prize for nicest legs, USCA
Treasurer Ed Johnson (taking notes) might

have been in contention. Might have.

John Gaard, also a member of the sidecar
lecture team, helps out at the games. John

deserved a medal just for staying there during
the games; the temperature was over 90o

Kristine Rybacek (left) and Nancy Gaard soak
up a little September sunshine.

Here's Ed ("Legs") Johnson again, combining
business with pleasure in the shade of the

USCA/NIR tent.

This new black Watsonian "Oxford" was the
only one like it at the BMWOA rally. We don't
see many elegant two-seaters like this. What a

way to travel!
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THIS IS ONE STORY WE'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR!
 Dear Winston:

Many thanks for sending me the copies of
THE SIDECARIST. It is greatly appreciated.

I notice in recent editions, you have had
photographs of a Vulcan outfit. This twin-
cylinder Velocette outfit was made by Bob
Higgs, a member of the Federation of Sidecar
Clubs. I will try and persuade him to write an
article on its manufacture for THE SIDECAR-
IST.

Have enclosed a copy of our magazine,
"Outlook." If  you wish to copy any material, you
may.

Best wishes.

Les Thorpe, Overseas Contact Suffolk, UK

Letters - from the UK
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
SIDECAR POND

The August 1985 issue of OUTLOOK,
published by the Federation of Sidecar Clubs
(FOSC), England, is one of our favorite publica-
tions. Here are a few unexpurgated quotes:
EVERYONE CAN BENEFIT FROM
BETTER ROADS

Inevitably, building new roads and improv-
ing maintenance standards will cost a lot of
money. However, as every road user knows, a
vast sum of money is taken by the government
each year in excise duty, VAT, fuel tax and
special car tax. The gap between taxation rev-
enue raised from the road user and expenditure is
growing. In 1985-86, less than a quarter of the
revenue will be spent on the roads. As recently as
1980-81, the expenditure was a third of the
revenue. If that ratio was observed today, an
extra £1,100m would be available to spend on
our roads this year.

THIRD WHEEL RALLY
By Lesley Norman

After a very damp BMF and even damper
Silverstone, we felt we deserved some sun-shine
and got it. Betty Feveyear got sun burnt blisters
on her boobs and the itsy, bitsy bikinis were on
show as were manly chests and lots of knobbly
knees. Dot Malone, minus steel pins, but still
plenty of plaster, was hobbling about on her one
leg (she even tried to "disco" but settled in the
end for spectating). This was a lovely laid back
weekend though we did go into Grantham to
visit the market. Pam and Trevor Quick told us
of their proposed trip to the USA for the Ameri-
can Sidecar Rally. (Yes, it is a long way to go for
a rally and puts in the shade our plodding trips on
the Panther...one day!)

Our thanks to the Hardings, the Dafts and
the James for a lovely weekend. We won three
prizes in the raffle.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear prospective JAWA owners;

References to the JAWA 350 combination
made in your last two issues have finally
prompted me to write and give my experiences -
which are not particularly happy ones.

I have ridden combo's for the last 25 years
on and off, but in the early 1970's I was working
in Woverhampton and in order to negotiate the
traffic jams, I bought my self a little Honda 70 to
replace my ageing Norton ES2/Avon Jet 80
outfit. Not a good exchange you might think!
However, I never regretted the change; the little
Honda has been the most reliable machine I have
ever owned, and my son and daughter are still
using it. Anyway, to cut a long story short, I
moved up to Yorkshire in the late 1970's and
found traffic conditions much easier, but road
surfaces much worse! Also I was doing up to 50
miles a week.

I therefore started looking for a small
reliable, cheap and economical combo. The [
Jawa came to mind immediately - I had seen [
one or two about the area, and one of the lads at
the South Yorkshire sidecar club had one - all
reports were that though the design was stodgy,
dated and unromantic, it would do for a working
hack. Taking my courage (and my money) in
both hands, I splashed out on a brand new one in
August 1983.

Impressions are as follows:
GOOD POINTS
Handling - Excellent, best I have ever ridden.

Suspension Good - much better than my Triumph
combo.

Engine - Underpowered but smooth - you don't
have to go round tightening all nuts and bolts
every weekend.

Electrical System - Good and waterproof. Lights
adequate.

Brakes - Good. Twin leading shoe front is a nice
one.

Letters - from the UK
Sidecar - Completely waterproof. Bumpy ride

(this is the Velorex with the 16" wheel)

Finish - Chromium good. Paintwork poor. Rear
Chain Enclosure Wonderful! Why don't more
bikes use it.

Transmission - Smooth with good clutch ac-'r/
tion. Clutch is good. It has never slipped or
required adjustments.

BAD POINTS
Design - Very dated of course. Too big and heavy

framed for small engine.

Ignition System - The points set up is very poor -
oil drips on lower set and original JAWA
points wear out very quickly (4,000 miles).
The answer is to fit Volkswagon car points,
though this requires a bit of cutting out of the
backplate. These points are however still going
strong after a further 8,000 miles. Points and
timing setting is o.k. once you get the hang of
it, but instructions in broken English in the
manual are rather confusing.

Engine - Gutless. It will do over 60 down-hill
with a tail-wind, but given reverse conditions
top speed is 45.

Fairing - Gives very high wind resistance.

Carburettor No choke fitted! Starts O.K. but
takes a long while to warm up on a cold
morning. Throttle cable life is very short
(4,000 miles or less) because the cable has to
work against spring tension in the oil pump
and the carburettor slide. Plastic throttle twist
grip is not strong enough either.

Gearbox - Strong but a hell of a long movement
on the lever. Clutch is good though. Servicing
Fairly easy and not too onerous, but I don't
like having an engine which needs to go to a
specialist for overhaul. Stripping a JAWA twin
is not a home D.I.Y. job. Top overhaul is O.K.

Petrol Consumption - Not brilliant, 40-50 m.p.g.
I get 50 m.p.g. with my Triumph 650 combo.

Sidecar - Ugly, draughty and bumpy ride.
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I have regretted my experiences with the
JAWA; it has not been cheap to run, and it has
not been as reliable as the Honda 70 over exactly
the same mileage and conditions.

So far I have done 12,000 miles, and had to
replace the following:

1 set points

2 rear tyres,

one front tyre,

one sidecar tyre

1 set dynamo brushes

1 set spark plugs

3 throttle cables,

one clutch cable

2 rear chains

1 speedometer

3 - yes 3 oil pumps

One big end and main bearings. This really hit
my pocket as the big end went just outside the
warranty period. Bits of big end buggered up
two of the main bearings as well.

Availability of spare parts is a problem if it
is anything out of the ordinary. Also the JAWA/
CZ company have been most unhelpful. My
dealer had great difficulty and expense in tele-
phone calls to get me bits and pieces direct from
JAWA-CZ during the warranty period. Delivery
of the last oil pump took 3 months and much
argument. All in all, you may gather, that I am
not happy with my JAWA, despite its low price.
If I had known in August 1981 what I know now,
I would not have bought it. Rather I would have
gone for an old British bike or secondhand
Japanese. Better still, has anyone got a BMW
they want to part exchange!!!?

David Hunter,Yorkshire

(EDS NOTE: My JAWA 250cc has just
blown up - must be catching!)

A WEEKEND AT
SILVERDALE
By Arthur Anson

Adel and I met up with the Mancunian S/C
for a Bank Holiday camping weekend at sunny
Silverdale. It was nice to see Mick and family,
Spit the dog from Newport S/C, Betty and Doug
Feveyear and a great bloke called Rod on his
new outfit with trailer tent. The remarkable thing
is that Rod has two artificial legs, which fortu-
nately does not stop him camping.

The site was good as usual. It rained a little,
which saved me having to wash! We spent the
evening in the village social club where we are
always made welcome. It was a smashing night
with singer Dave Miles who gave out signed
photographs, including a special one for Betty (I
don't know why) and left at midnight to turn-in.

On Sunday we all went to church with
Tommy Woolham from Liverpool leading the
singing. It was very nice to see Dick and Alice
who came for the day, and the Malone family.
Dot will be out of plaster soon and Bill Kilkenny
tells me that the horse she fell off was only four
hands high!!

Mike Lucas was awarded a prize for the
21st birthday of his kettle. How does he do it? I
get through two a year. We had a walk to the
beach with Connie and Eric and saw the water,
honest! The evening was spent in the club - what
a night it was, the James brothers were the
artistes (Jesse couldn't come, he had been shot!)
Ron James was fantastically funny, and did all
we told him to. The club secretary was sorry to
close as it had been such a good evening for all
of us, and the locals had enjoyed it so much, we
are all looking forward to next year. We had to
return to Liverpool on Monday and were sorry to
leave all our friends, but when you gotta go, you
gotta go.

Letters - from the UK
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HOW I LEARNED TO LOVE THE A.A. AND
STOP WORRYING ABOUT PUNCTURES
By Mike Clay

Not so many years ago all motorcyclists used
to carry puncture repair outfits, but high-tech has
carried our tyres along with it, and a roadside hole-
patching session is almost a thing of the past. One
of the pressurised tyre sealers will cope with a lot of
involuntary deflations, but what do you do if you
get half a beer-bottle through your new Phantom?

My own Ducati/ Watsonian Palma sidecar
outfit is decidely low-tech, but it has a Unit Side-
cars small wheel conversion, with a sixteen inch
Dunlop sidecar racing tyre on the front, and a
fifteen inch car tyre on a Citroen rim at the rear. The
Dunlop takes quite a struggle to remove and re-fit,
but the back tyre needs a bead-breaker before you
can even think about it!

So, in February this year I joined the A.A. and
paid my extra £15 for Relay membership, just in
case. The choice between A.A. and R.A.C. must be
made according to your own requirements, as over
all there is really nothing between them. My choice
was down to one factor alone; the A.A. operate on
Christmas Day - when I sometimes take a long ride
- and the R.A.C. don't. I always carry my member-
ship card, and the A.A. handbook is kept in the
sidecar. The handbook has the phone numbers for
help, and you have to have your membership card
with you to obtain Relay service - no ifs or buts! I
also, always carry three 10p pieces in my riding kit,
for emergency phone calls. This is just as well, as
on the Thursday in question, I was otherwise
penniless.

At ten-fifteen that evening I turned off the A10
at Edmonton, heading for home a mere three and a
half miles away. A hundred yards down the road I
turned left and ... whump! I was riding the back
rim! I pulled off the road to investigate. A damn
great four-inch nail had gone smack through the
middle of the tread, and was protruding half an inch
or so from the sidewall! I cursed a bit, then pushed
the stricken outfit back a few yards, until it was
right under a streetlight on the major road.

Scooping the A.A. book out of the chair, I

walked back down the A10 where there is a
phonebox right on the corner. Amazingly I got to it
before the vandals, and it was still in working
order! Firstly I phoned my wife to prevent her
worrying about hospitals or undertaker's bills. At
10.25p.m. I spoke to the A.A. and the guy on the
other end took my call box number in case my
money ran out before he'd got all the details. It
didn't but my last 10p had gone down the slot
before he knew exactly who I was, where I was,
and why I was there. He finished by telling me help
would arrive inside an hour, and I went back to the
outfit, folded my six foot two inches into the
sidecar, and settled down to read Don Morley's
Classic British Trials Bikes while I waited.

At exactly eleven twenty-five an A.A. van
arrived with two young blokes who've probably
never been called out to a sidecar outfit before.
They checked my membership card, took one look
at the tyre and got onto their radio. It eventually
transpired that their 24 hour tyre merchant was
closed, and so they called up Relay (which was
what I really wanted) for me. It'll be here in about
an hour sir, they told me before driving off and
leaving me to the chilly night air. At eleven thirty-
five I climbed back into the chair and continued
reading about bikes that you could change tyres on
with just a strong pair of hands! Oh well - such is
progress. The Relay transporter appeared unexpect-
edly at five past twelve - half the time I was told,
which can't be bad. The driver seemed rather wary
of the outfit, and after we'd pushed it into position
behind the transporter he took a lot of care winch-
ing it up the ramp, and even more strapping it down
for the trip. The apple of my eye, which usually
seems quite substantial a vehicle looked strangely
small and forlorn up on the truck, rather like a small
child bandaged-up in a hospital bed.

As I wheeled the outfit down to my garage,
and the transporter roared off into the night, I
checked my watch for the last time; twelve thirty-
eight, nearly 2-1/2 hours from the tyre going flat,
but no hassle, no worry, and my precious Ducati
was back in the garage. Full marks to the A.A. and
a pat on the back to myself for being prepared.

Letters - from the UK
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Letters - from the UK

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Fed,

I am just writing to put the record straight. A
couple of months ago my husband joined the
F.O.S.C.

A nice little piece, "Ian Stockwell lives in
Cheltenham and runs a Yamaha 650 with a
Squire RS1 on it" was put in the April Outlook.
How sweet! But does he think the chair on the
side is just for decoration (or balance - he's got
short legs). There are PEOPLE in here you know,
namely me, his wife Rachel and son Tom. I know
that riding a bike is exhilarating and wonderful,
but is it that easy to forget us? Ian and myself
have been riding a bike together for about 7
years, and Ian has ridden bikes alone for a few
years before that. We fixed a sidecar when, due
to my rather large bump out front, I could no
longer get on the back of a bike. Tom our little
boy of 2 has only ever known a sidecar and
thinks it is great. He is the envy of all his mates!

Well, that is us, the forgotten 2 stuck on the
side!

Rachel Stockwell, Cheltenham, Glostershire

LEGAL EYES
By John Proctor

I'll start with something of a postscript to
recent writings on the MOT test affair. Simply,
as a reminder, if your certificate says Honda
and sidecar, or similar, then that is what it
means. If you choose to ride the machine solo,
then strictly speaking the interpretation of the
law might be that you require a separate test
certificate. I know this does not apply to so
many of us these days, but is something to
watch.

Recent events are indicative of the decline
in motorcycling in Britain. For many years the
industry was quite happy to count its profits
and generally let the motorcyclist take his
chances with legislation and a depressing
social image. The repressive 1981 Transport
Act and the economy have got the trade barons
and their associates extremely worried about
their profitability. The formation of the Na-
tional Motorcycle Council by the industry
reflects the concern. The inclusion of user
groups as some sort of allied front has been
viewed by some as something of a sham. This
supposed united front is seen by some as a
panacea for all our ills. The contracting of
Saatchi and Saatchi to advertise the advantages
of our pastime is supposed to be equally
inspiring. I suppose the theory is that if they
can persuade the great British public to vote
for you know who, then selling motorcycling
should be a doddle.

Judging by some of the early mutterings,
there does appear to be some differences of
opinion on what is the way forward. Certainly
it does not follow that what is good for the
industry is good for us, the riders. Let's be
honest, the industry really does need to per-
suade existing users that it's worth carrying on
motorcycling, never mind recruiting new ones.
Let us consider the disadvantages of biking
that are not likely to feature in the advertising
campaign. Fuel consumption which has de-
clined to rather stupid levels whilst cars are
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getting better all the time. Roger Etcell of
Honda told me at the BMF rally that the big
bikes such as the Wing, being made mainly for
the USA, are not likely to improve in this
respect, although he did say they were aware.
You had better be quick Roger.

Then there's the price of spares. Down-
right scandalous. In cases where a spare is
common with a car part the differences are
indefensible. As far as mechanical problems
are concerned, motorcycles are much better
than in the past, but again any car sold with
any of the problems encountered by motor-
cycle owners would cause a national scandal,
and I'm not just thinking of the Big H's valve
gear problems. They've all got their skeletons
in the cupboards.

Then there's the motorcycle press. Other
than a few notables, the majority of journalists
are cowboys and the publications nothing but
comics. Of course even they are concerned
with the current state of affairs. When re-
quired, they make the necessary noises such as
a recent statement about noisy exhausts in the
World's top selling motor cycle newspaper.
The fact that most of the noises are sold
through the columns of said papers seems a
little hypocritical. In addition, what they
sometimes print can be inane to say the least.
Entertaining, yes, but nothing to do with
motorcycling. What can be done to improve
motorcycling's state of health? I don't really
know. If I did, then I would open a business,
but as a start how about all motorcyclists
supporting the call by Bruce Preston in Motor-
cycle Sport for an improvement in the fuel
consumption figures of big bikes. Then if the
industry responds to the users, maybe exer-
cises such as the National Motorcycle Council
will be much more meaningful.

(End of quotes from the FOSC's OUTLOOK.
Sounds like the British have just as many
problems and just as much fun as we have!)

Letters - UK / Great Lakes

OUR TRIP TO THE
NATIONAL RALLY
By Barry Alexander President, Great Lakes
Sidecarist Club

The 1985 National Rally is now a thing of
the past, and it's time to look back at the things
that took place that week. We left Michigan on
the Friday before the rally, and went through
Niagara Falls and on to Lake Placid. While in
Lake Placid on Saturday night, we heard the
weather report for Michigan and it was raining.
In fact, the rain was as far as Niagara.

On Sunday a little of the rain caught up with
us in the form of a mist, but not enough to make
riding miserable. On Monday, after touring
through Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine,
we made it to Plymouth, MA. Not many people
had arrived, so getting a campsite was easy.

On Wednesday, we rode to Mystic Seaport
in Conn. That was a great place to visit, it's a
little like Greenfield Village. By the time we got
back from Mystic, the camp-ground had really
filled up. It felt like a local rally because we had
11 rigs from the Great Lakes Sidecarists there.
(Alexanders, Allens, Campbells, Fousts,
Fredericks, Hunts, Kimbals, Murpheys, Rhoads
and Smiths.)

On Friday almost everyone went on the
grand tour out on the Cape. The weather was
great on that day as it had been everyday. On
Saturday we went into Plymouth to show off the
rigs and to participate in some games. In the
evening everyone gathered together for cake and
coffee while the awards were presented.
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As the sun started to set Barry, Scott, Sean
and I started our trip home. In the middle of the
night, we could not find a room in Springfield,
MA and we had to spend the remaining few
hours of the night sleeping in the sidecars.
Believe me it's crowded in there! I shared my
sidecar with Sean, and Barry shared his with
Scott and our 12-week-old German shepherd.
Real cozy isn't it? On Sunday we made it the
rest of the way home so that Barry could make it
to work on Monday morning. The total distance
of our trip was 2,500 miles.

SIERRA SIDECAR
SPECTACULAR IV
REPORT
 By Dan, Marlene & Jenni Doyle

What can we say? How about THANK
YOU to all who attended the fourth edition of
our little rally in Mariposa on August 16-18.
There were 107 registrations, a significant
increase over prior years. We even ran out of
registration materials and had to make a run to a
local copy shop for more. The financial bottom
line was that the gross was, give or take a few
bucks, $3088; the expenses ran about $1830;
and as a result the Northern California/Nevada
Chapter of the USCA made $1258, all of which
will go for financing the chapter newsletter for
the next year and for "seed" money for Sierra
Sidecar Spectacular V next year in Mariposa.

The fairgrounds folks let us overflow into a
grassy area adjacent to the part of the grounds
that we usually use and we were still cramped.
The Saturday night Barbeque and Sidecar Show
at the Mt. Bullion Youth Conservation Camp
also sold out. The camp staff had prepared a
little extra, so more than 150 were fed an out-
standing meal. Rave reviews all around for the
dinner.

Perhaps the weather had something to do
with the outstanding turnout. Not only was it
unseasonably cool, but we even had a few hours
of rain Saturday morning. A little sprinkle didn't

Sierra Sidecar Rally
daunt the group that took the ride into Yosemite,
as about 20 rigs left right on time for the Nation-
al Park. A pat on the back to our good friend Jim
Krautz of Granada Hills for filling in on short
notice and leading the ride.

Jim is not the only one we would like to
thank. After a very late Friday night arrival, Gary
Pevey of the Sidecar Shoppe in Sacramento was
up bright and early (well, early anyway) to
conduct the Saturday morning sidecar clinic. The
BMW K100/ EML rig Gary is offering helped
attract a good crowd. Sierra Sidecar Spectacular
co-founder Alan Huntzinger of San Jose did  his
usual outstanding job on the field events. With
only a little coaxing, quite a few fired up their
rigs and took a turn at the balance beam/tennis
ball placement/ clothes pin moving/balloon
popping/and quadruple garage parking tests of
their and their passenger's skills.

First place was taken by the team of Del
Ryan (in his first-ever field event) and Bill
Mcllhatten (in his first-ever ride in a sidecar)
with second going to Jack and Debbie Fassell.
Alan's fertile mind also devised a musical water
balloon (you figure it out) contest for kids and
spouses. Winners were Jennifer Lackey and
Alicia Williams in the kids categories and
Debbie Fassell in the spouses contest.

Thanks go to Vicki Carlson of Sacramento
and Jerry and Marne Ferris of British Columbia
for giving us a hand with registration. It would
be really tough to put on an event like the rally if
good friends were not willing to pitch in.

There were 107 registrations, representing
156 adults and 37 kids. In addition to Califor-
nians, folks were there from North Carolina,
Idaho, Nebraska, Ohio, Wisconsin, Virginia,
Nevada, and Washington, as well as from the
Province of British Columbia. There were about
(some of the forms were incomplete) 67 sidecar
rigs and 34 solo bikes. Sidecar makes repre-
sented were California, Watsonian, Bingham,
Motorvation, Vetter, Velorex, Ural, HD, Aved,
Kenna, EML, Goodwin, Steib, Hitchhiker, Spirit
of America, Equalean, Thompson and Jupiter.
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Sierra Sidecar Rally
It was nice to see a few other folks from

parts east, to wit; Vern and Ruth Goodwin,
builders of the "Good One" side-car and USCA
Directors for Nebraska; Lincoln Baird, USCA
Director for Ohio; and Jim "Tready" Treadaway
from Idaho, whom we last saw at the 1983
USCA Rally at Lake Tahoe. Other notables
included Jack and Debbie Fassel of San Diego
and USCA Directors for that end of the state;
Director of all USCA Chapters Jim and Sue
Krautz of Granada Hills, and good old George
Kleist. George, formerly from Southern Califor-
nia, has been on the road for several months
"lookin for a home", as the song goes. We saw
him a few months ago in Massachusetts, where
he took the total tour award for the 1985 USCA
Rally. He's still on the move, looking for a place
to settle, with his Gold Wing, Bingham Mark III,
and Cycle Camp trailer.

Let's hear it for the door prize donors. Not
only did we get a lot of support and donations
from the Mariposa Chamber of Commerce, but
the following also helped us out. Let's remember
them when we have a few bucks to spend:

Cycle Rider of Sacramento

PCP Yamaha Suzuki of Sacramento

CA BMW of Mt. View

Sacramento Harley Davidson

Road Rider Magazine

Side Strider Sidecars

Carmichael Honda

Sacramento Honda

Kryptonite Locks

San Jose BMW

Plus, Sacramento USCA member Vicki
Carlson donated several nifty sidecar planters.
Thank you very much. Again, thanks to all who
made it. Those who didn't missed a real fine
time. Hope to see you all next year for the
FIFTH SIERRA SIDECAR SPECTACULAR.

Mike Naquin  who came up from
Wrightwood, CA rustles up some grub.

Curley "the Wookie" Robbins made it from
Van Nuys on a non-rice-burner.
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Sierra Sidecar Rally

If you arrive early like Steve Martin (left), you have plenty of room to set up in. It's a long haul
from Bakersfield, so instead of the variety of spare tires required by a motorcycle-sidecar-

trailer combination, Steve brought a bicycle.

 Alan Huntzinger from San Jose and Ozzie Aver from Chico speak BMW to each other.
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Sierra Sidecar Rally

Jennifer Doyle admires Jim Ledbetter's Harley/Terraplane w/ Hedingham LL front end.

John Baber from Canyon Country and Jim Krautz.
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Sierra Sidecar Rally

Vern Goodwin of Lincoln, Nebraska takes
Walt Overstone of Fallon, Nevada for a wheel-

raising (and hair-raising) ride.

Jim Krautz buckles up for the Yosemite ride on Dan Doyle's 86 GL/Watsonian "Oxford."

San Diego's Jack "The Bod" Fassel
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Bob and Kari Klein of San Fernando, CA

Sierra Sidecar Rally

Neil Jameson from Ben
Lomand takes it all in.

Bruce Butterfield from Fresno and his immaculate BMW/Steib
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Sierra Sidecar Rally

Jim Krautz gets clipped by
Suzanne Ellison.

 Earl Holloman from Lancaster shares a chuckle with Sharon
Bleichner from Malibu.

Jim (pilot) and Suzanne (mother) Ellison from Pasadena.
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M/C Tour
USA FOUR CORNERS
MOTORCYCLE TOUR
By Jack M. Sands #2596

If you like long distance sidecaring, you
may be interested in the USA Four Corners
Motorcycle Tour, sponsored by the Southern
California Motorcycling Association. It requires
you to visit the four corners of the U.S. within a
period of 21 consecutive days. The check points
are Key West FL, Madawaska ME, Blaine WA
and San Ysidro CA. You choose your own
schedule and route. Your time starts when you
reach the first check point of your choosing, then
you ride to the other three. You are not required
to return to the first check point. The distance
between the first and last check points is ap-
proximately 7,500 miles. This is not a race, and
there is no additional credit for finishing early.

This is the second year that the SCMA has
sponsored this tour. In 1984, 28 motorcyclists
finished. As of August, 17 people only 14 motor-
cycles have finished the 1985 tour.

In June, I had the distinction of becoming
the first sidecar pilot to finish. I rode my 1984
Harley-Davidson FLT with TLE sidecar, and it
was a great experience. It took me 17-1/2 days.
By the time I returned home, I had covered
11,568 miles, and had been on the road a month.
Two rear tires and a front tire were changed at
scheduled maintenance stops. It is interesting to
note that on this entire trip, I saw only seven
other sidecar outfits on the highways. One of
those was an antique Indian.

Articles about the tour may be found in both
the June, 1984, and June, 1985, issues of Road
Rider. For a free information package, contact
the USA Four Corners MC Tour, 845 Yucca, Port
Hueneme, CA 93041. (805) 483-7252. By the
time you read this, it may be too late to make the
1985 tour, but it will probably be held again in
1986.

The 1985 finishers so far:
LYNN ROBERTS - 27, Modesto, 1982 Honda

GL1100, 11,247 miles home to home, first finisher
in 1985.

JACK FAIR - 61, Sun Valley, 1981 Honda Interstate,
first two-years-in-a-row finisher.

BEN VORHIES - 46, Harrisonburg, Virginia, 1983
Yamaha Venture, 13,157 miles home to home, first
finisher from Virginia.

WALTER STANLEY - Highland Park, Illinois, 1985
Honda Aspencade, 10,771 miles home to home.

DONALD BARANY - 58, Chicago, Illinois, 1983
Honda Aspencade, 10,409 miles home to home.

ROBERT WENCK - 47, College Station, Texas, 1985
Yamaha FJ1100, 10,528 miles home to home, first
finisher in 1985 from Texas.

JACK SANDS - 53, Waldorf, Maryland, 1984 Harley-
Davidson FLT w/TLE sidecar, 11,568 miles home
to home, first Harley, first sidecar and first from
Maryland.

BOOMER BILLINGSLEA - 51, North Hollywood,
1977 Honda Goldwing, 7,490 miles to four corners.

FRANCIS & IRENE LAMBERT - 50/44, Jaffrey,
New Hampshire, 1984 Honda Aspencade, 8,686
miles to four corners, first from New Hampshire.

RUSSELL & ESTHER BOSS - 39/39, Waterloo,
Iowa, 1983 Honda Aspencade, 6,593 miles to four
corners, first from Iowa.

GENE & JAKE LUCIANO - ?/?, Orange, 1978
Honda Goldwing, 7,846 miles to four corners, laid
out route in 1979 before tour was started.

HAROLD ABEREGG - Big Spring, Texas, 44, 1981
Honda Goldwing, 6,941 miles to four corners.

JERRY KING - 42, Midland, Texas, 1981 Honda
Goldwing, 6,911 miles to four corners.

CYNTHIA STALKER - 37, Redondo Beach,
1983 Honda 750 Magna, 7,609 miles to four
corners, first solo female in 1985.
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Miscellaneous
RIDE FOR LOVE GOAL IS
OVER $100,000

The roar of over 1,000 motorcycles will fill
the air on Sunday, November 10, as motorcy-
clists participate in "The Love Ride II" sponsored
by Harley-Davidson Owners Association
(HDOA) and Harley-Davidson of Glendale to
benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

Participants will collect pledges for every
mile they ride. Last year's event raised over
$42,000 for the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
It was the largest single fund raising activity for
any charity by a similar group in the nation! This
year they plan to raise over $100,000, which is a
realistic goal according to Oliver Shokouh,
owner of Glendale H-D, because "this year we
are better organized, are getting an earlier start in
planning, and because of last year's success and
the fun so many had. People have been waiting
for this run."

This year's route will take the "Love Riders"
through a scenic tour of Southern California
foothills. Starting in down-town Glendale, the
ride will conclude at an Oceanside ranch, just
outside Malibu.

The money raised from this event will be
used to fight neuromuscular diseases. In South-
ern California, the money raised will support two
summer camps and several clinics, including
clinics at Orthopaedic Hospital, USC Medical
Center, and the Jerry Lewis Research Center at
UCLA.

STOP THE BAN OF
LEADED GASOLINE!

Many older motorcycle engines were not
de-signed to run on unleaded gas. The EPA's
proposed removal of lead would render these
engines useless or require expensive rebuilding.
Although these vehicles represent many indi-
vidual owners, eliminating them would have an
imperceptible effect on overall air pollution.

These are some of the thoughts that every motor-
cyclist should express, in their own words, in a
letter to their Congressman, with a copy to:

Environmental Protection Agency, Mr.
Richard Kozlowski, Field Operations & Support
Division 400 M Street, SW, Washington, DC
20460

The importance and impact of individual
letters, as opposed to petitions and form letters,
cannot be overemphasized. Sit down right now
and dash off a note to your Congressman, with
copy to EPA.

HOREX AND
GESPANNFREUNDE
RALLY
By Martin Franitza, Germany

Every summer at Mainkling, a little village
with only 200 inhabitants, a remarkable event
takes place: the Rally of the Horex and
Gespannfreunde Mainkling. The Leidig family --
father, mother and sons -- are all Horex enthusi-
asts, some with sidecars. In 1978, they organised
a Rally to meet other Horex and Combo drivers.
The first Rally was attended by only 40 people,
but it was a great success. So, the Rally be-came
an annual event. Fortunately it remained a very
intimate one, although attendances were increas-
ing up to 300 people.

The most interesting at that Rally are the
many Vintage combos. Here you can see all Steib
models in very well restored condition. Every
year an autojumble is a great success; some find
spares here, they ''Alooked for fruitlessly else-
where. In the afternoon there are games and later
an evening's dance is attended by villagers.

This year 70 combos and some solos came
from all over Europe, and it was as intimate as
previous years. I hope I'll meet all the same
people again next year.
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HOREX AND GESPANNFREUNDE RALLY

1. Horex/Steib outfit leads the parade out of Mainkling (in West Germany).

2. Horex Regina with venerable Steib S 350.
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4. Another Horex/Steib, this one the rather dignified and sedate LS 200.

3. BMW and sleek Clipper Sport j sidecar.

HOREX AND GESPANNFREUNDE RALLY
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SIDECAR SPEED
RECORD AT
BONNEVILLE

The fastest speed ever recorded
for a motorcycle and sidecar with a
passenger was posted at Bonneville
Salt Flats on August 23. Speed:
130,798 mph. Motorcycle: 1985
BMW K100 RS. Sidecar: 1985 EML
"Sport."

Built by BMW Motorrad of St.
Louis, MO, the outfit was driven by
Motorrad service manager Brian
Casey, 37. Passenger was Sam
MacRoberts, 23, of Motorrad's ser-
vice department.

The BMW was equipped with an
EML front fork and wheel, plus EML
sub frame modified to accept engine
changes, which consistws of Bosch
fuel injection, Mahle low-compres-

sion pistons, IHI turbo spun by a
handmade stainless steel tuned ex-
haust system, and aluminum inter-
cooler. The clutch was modified to
increase clamping pressure, and spe-
cial gears were fitted in the transmis-
sion and differential.

The sidecar frame was modified
with a full SEMA roll cage, alumi-
num seat pan, floor and belly pan,
and five-point safety harness. The
body has a streamlined nose and
fender.

For the speed runs, a Halon 1302
fire bottle was mounted in the side-
car, and the passenger wore a full
Nomex fire suit to meet SCTA safety
rules, which were modified for the
occasion.

Touring sidecars are now the only
vehicles at the Salt Flats allowed to
carry passengers. The fastest time for
a non-passenger rig is 126 mph, set
by Bob Braverman in 1972.

Speed
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Coming Events / Puzzle / IL Region

NOTES FROM CENTRAL
ILLINOIS REGION
By William E. Wyatt, Jr., Director

On August 4, 1985, we had our annual
picnic (sort of). Only five rigs made it due to the
glorious rain we enjoyed from early morning to
late night. Attending were Ronald and Norma
Koerner of Chatsworth; Leslie Good and his wife
of Champaign; George Briggs III of Urbana;
William Paynter and his parents of Salem,
Indiana (400 miles round trip); Dennis

Willoughby and his family of Tuscola (traveled
by car due to Dennis wrecked his bike shortly
before) and my wife Sue, my daughter Dawn,
and myself. Tom Sebright of Lovington stopped
by for a few minutes on his way home.

We had some good conversation and food
but finally had to give it up by mid-afternoon, as
we were getting very wet even under the trees.
We hope to have another try at it, possibly in late
September.

LOGIC PROBLEM SOLUTION - August Issue
Only two were able to solve my computer logic problem in the August issue. A fabulous prize*

will be awarded to each of these brilliant men for their awesome display of superior intel-ligence.
The winners (in order of response):

1. John K. Harris, #1880,

2. Natt Emery, 33 Wood Malvern, PA 19355

The correct answers are:
ENTHUSIAST EVENT CHAMPION
Diane Rock Motocross VanBibber
Rhonda Nelson Trials Sipple
Don Kemp Flat track Curtis
John Peterson Road race Roehr
George Walker Desert Roberts

*A new USCA cap (applicable taxes must be borne by winners)
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

1982 Hitchhiker sidecar. Two-tone metallic gray/
silver color match to 1983 GL650 or Gold
Wing. Custom made convertible top, Tonneau
cover, removable side curtains, luggage rack,
interior light, fully carpeted interior. Excellent
condition. $1400. Call Dave. 312/584-6704
after 6 p.m.

1983 Harley sidecar. Like new. Fits FLT.
Burgandy, dealer, invoice $2495. Challies
Honda Sales, 2501 Newton St., Jasper, Ind.
47546, 812/482-4406 or 812/482-1628.

WANTED: A small sidecar for a small scooter.
Arthur A. Johnson, Star Rt., Eastford CT
06242

81 Honda GL1100I, 52K mi., front fork and
faring dam-age (estimate $950). New tires,
brakes, timing belts. Asking $1000 as is. 84
Cal. S/C for the above bike $900 or $1800 for
both. Call 805/497-2052, leave message on
answering machine. Oxnard, CA.

Video tape by River Video VHS Mariposa CA.
Sierra Sidecar Spectacular Aug 85 mail check
or money order payable to James E.Holloman
for $25.00, P.O. Box 131, Wofford Hts., CA
93285.

82 Equalean sidecar. Less than 1,000 mi. w/extra
gas tanks, bars for GL. Asking $1300 ready to
go. Call Sam (609) 235-2167.

1965 BMW R60 w/sidecar. Black & white. Full
dress. Mint condition. Less than 15K miles.
Price negotiable. Phone: 703/680-4570.

TRADE: 1982 Vespa sidecar. Windshield.
Tonneau. Gray color. Want Equalean,
76GT750 3-in-one pipe. Or sell. I have 72
Suzuki to part out. Call Nate Weiss 619/461-
7011. 6154 Haas St., La Mesa CA 92041 eves
or weekend.

TRADE: Two '82 Honda Silver Wings w/6,000
and 12,000 mi. w/or w/out Velorex w/conv.
top. All A-1 cond. For one '82 or  newer Gold
Wing tourer. Other makes considered. Or sell
separate -- sidecar $900. Bikes only as set
$3000. No reasonable offer refused. Steve,
805/643-4171, So. Calif.

Harley sidecar complete and excellent with
mounts for 1967 to present $1500. Also for
same: brand-new fiberglas body with interior
and trim $600. Also have mounts for JD, VL,
Pan and a very rare set that adapts 1936 to 57
motorcycle to the VL sidecar. Stan Brizzie,
7620 55 St. N., Pinellas Park FL 33565, 813/
545-2144.

Spirit Eagle sidecar with 1975 Yamaha 650. Has
750 kit. Runs strong - Velorex mounts. $1200
or trade for older BMW-R50 thru R69. Paul
Moore, 1261 Cotten Hills, Duncan OK 73533.
405/255-7333.

1978 Gold Wing dressed, 35K mi. Oil cooler, RC
clutch, Gem rear, air shocks front and rear.
Ural sidecar $3400. Also 81 Calif. Companion
SC $700. All very good cond. Willie Hopkins,
1744 Jonathon St., Vista CA 92083, 619/726-
6034.

HELP: Stop the ban on lead gasoline. Keep
America riding. Together we are strong in
numbers. For info call or write 713/933-4032
after-6 p.m., J. Doughty, P.O. Box 420078,
Houston TX 77242. Thanks.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS

80 Moto Guzzi convert 1000 cc with Hitchiker
sidecar. $2950. Consider selling separate. 30
miles so. of Memphis TN. Tom Teague, 5689
Myers Rd., Byhalia, MS 38611 601/838-6047.

1978 Yamaha 1100 with Vet-ter Terraplane. Bike
is set for sidecar use and painted black. Deliv-
ery possible. $4250. 1951 Zundapp KS-601
with Steib S-500. Restored to perfection for
the discriminating collector. Delivery possible
$8500. Phone 414/639-1958.

WANTED: Motorvation formula 2 sidecar to fit
1982 Gold Wing. Gene Lambert, 455 Pucker
Rd., Waterloo NY 13165. 315/568-6168.

Cycle sound (no cover). Standard speaker Poly.
$50.00. Perfect shape. I'll ship! Contact
Michael Johnson, 219/483-2036 or 745-5511.

Jawa sidecar, black, brand new, still in box.
$1000 firm. Jim Kent, 69 Oakland St.,Red
Bank NJ 07701. 201/842-3035.

1984 Neval Mt-12 sidecar. Driven, low mileage.
$3500 firm. Jim Kent, 69 Oakland St., Red
Bank NJ 07701. 201/842-3035.

Immaculate, mint shape! 1973 Harley
Electraglide with matching all steel HD
sidecar. 27,050 original miles. Carefully
maintained. New brakes, engine overhaul.
Asking $6250. Mrs. Paul Breneman,
Millersville PA. 717/872-8283

1981 Yamaha 400, 9000 mi. Full dress w/sidecar.
Like. new. $1750 or best offer. Leo Kehus,
403 First St., S.W. Wadena MN 56482, 218/
631-3782 (home) or 218/631-2832 (work).

Classic 1949 Harley-Davidson with sidecar.
Original. Reduced price or best offer. Betsy
Ek, 9937 No. Shore Dr., Duluth, Minn. 55804.

Harley Sidecar complete and excellent with
mounts for 1967 to present. $1500. Also for
same, brand new fiberglas body with interior
and trim $600. Also have mounts for JD, VL,
Pan and a very rare set that adapts 1936 to 57
motorcycle to the VL sidecar. Stan Brizzie,
7620 55St. N., Pinellas Park FL 33565. 813/
545-2144.

1966 R60/2 totally restored w/Velorex sidecar.
Must sell. $3500. Will separate. Malverne NY.
Call 516/887-3623

1973 Gold Wingwith Vetter fairing and trunk.
Calif. companion sidecar. Oil cooler. Heavy
duty clutch, GEM rear, elect. ign. 34K mi.
$3700. Bill Hopkins, 1744 Jonathon, Vista,
CA 92083. 619/726-6034.

83 Aspencade w/Vetter Terra-plane color
matched in red and gold stripe. Show bike.
Has stereo, color TV,

blower, extra gas tank and many more extras.
Only 13M miles $20,000 + in it.

$11,550 OBO. Geo. Aumiller, 714/549-2228
days or res. iii6p eve. 714/591-3306.

1980 HD classic w/sidecar. Black/grey. Excellent
shape. Must see to appreciate. 14,000 miles.
$10,000. 1981 Moto Guzzi G-5 1,000 cc
15,000 miles. Windjammer, 2 new Michelins,
saddlebags, excellent touring bike. $3000.
Linda Watts, 193-D North Dairy Rd.,
Beltsville MD 10705. 301/474-5747.

BMW R69S w/Jupiter Sidecar. Mint condition.
All original. Same wheels all around. Sidecar
mounted spare wheel. Sidecar brake. Turn
signals. Denfeld seats. All original sidecar
gearing. $5000 firm. Jan W. Nijssen_ 719
River View Dr., San Jo4 CA 95111 408/578-
5708.
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Manufacturers & Services
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Bookshop
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SIDECARIST MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES -
BACK ISSUES ORDER FORM

Circle issues wanted. Numbers not listed are no longer available.
______ number of issues at $1.00 per issue (includes postage)

$ _____ total amount enclosed.

V4N1 V5N3 V6N4 V7N5
V4N2 V5N4 V6N5 V7N6
V4N4 V5N5 V6N6 V7N7
V4N5 V5N6 V7N1 V7N8
V4N6 V6N1 V7N2 V7N9
V5N1 V6N2 V7N3 V7N10
V5N2 V6N3 V7N4 V7N11

V4N1: Griffith Park Rally
V4N2: Fitting sidecar to bike, Vincent Rapide/Spirit of America Eagle.
V4N4: Views of early Watsonian chassis.
V4N5: Neval Dnieper MT-10
V4N6: Tiger on Three Wheels
V5N1: Griffith Park Rally, suspension tuning.
V5N2: Sidecar trials, BKS sidecars
V5N3: Pocket sidecar, old Henderson & FIxi
V5N4: Remote control racing sidecar, lefthand rigs on right hand roads.
V5N6: VW BMW conversion, 1934 adventure
V5N6: Mounting the Thompson sidecar
V6N1: Rallies: Oklahoma, Midwest, Griffith Park, sidecar-cross
V6N2: 1951 Ardie/Steib, air suspension for Velorex, sidecar racing
V6N3: Sidecar alignment, flexibles
V6N4: Double adult Aved, Formula II sleeper
V6N5: Touring in Canada, Mercer Rally
V6N6: Rebuilt cane body, Sierra Rally
V7N1: Sidecar dirt track, survey results
V7N2: Outfits in war, USA Northwest news
V7N3: More outfits in war, Hitchhiker
V7N4: Club news
V7N5: Bikers and the police, Auburn sidecar
V7N6: Wobble, cause and cure
V7N7: Ruidoso, big bad BSA outfits
V7N8: Tahoe Rally, sand-going sidecar
V7N9: National Chapter Director, rallies
V7N10: Sidewinder
V7N11: Sidecar lighting systems, sidecar equipment regulation overseas,

Goody Sidecar, Turner Sidecar

checks payable to: UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION
Mail to:Joyce Armour, Book Officer 633 Ogden Road, New Lenox, IL 60451
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SIDECARIST MAGAZINE - BACK ISSUES - 1984 AND 1985 number

of issues at $3.00 per issue (includes postage) $ total amount

enclosed. Please circle issues wanted.

V8N1 V8N6 V9N3
V8N2 V8N7 V9N4
V8N3 V8N9 V9N5
V8N4 V9N1 V9N6
V8N5 __________________ V9N2 _________________ V9N7

V8N1: Dressing for Ice—Cycles, Trailering, More on Sidecar Insurance, Motorcycle
Stamps Old and New, Thompson Selected Accessories.

V8N2: Steering Damper Adaptation to Kawasaki, More on Steering Dampers, Touring
with a Venture Royale Outfit, Sidecar History.

V8N3: Insurance, List of Motorcycle Trailers and Manufacturers.
V8N4: 9672 Miles in a Box, Harley-Davidson Really does Want to Sell Sidecars,

Technical Tips: Tires; European Sidecaring.
V8N5: Trucker’s Guide to 1-80, With Wrench in Hand: Restoring a Steib.
V8N6: Alignment Dimensions: Toe-in; Sidecar Roadracing, Adding a Step to an H-D

Sidecar.
V8N7: Fire Aero, Racing, USCA Emergency and Friendship Directory.
V8N9: EPA’s Proposal to Eliminate Lead in Gas, Ride Test: EML GT.
V9N1: Lead in Gas, Part II: Unleaded Gas Cost, News from California Sidecar.
V9N2: Mad Dogs, Englishmen and Sidecars; When is a Rigid not a Rigid?, Reflections on

1984 Sidecar International Racing Season, Squire QM 1, Vintage Motorcycle
Films and Tapes.

V9N3: 1444 Days Around the World, Side Striders, 1985 Watsonian Models.
V9N4: Jumbo Run & G.B. Organization, Three-Wheeler Towing Tips.
V9N5: Tips for Ticket Targets, With Wrench in Hand: Steib Rebirth, England to

Belgium and Back, 3-Up in a BSA/Watsonian
V8N6: Brace Forks for Handling and Safety, Here’s How I Built My Own Sidecar from

Sycamore and Elmer’s, Helpful Sidecar Touring Tips.
V9N7: EPA Discovers New Menace: Misfueling; Open Letter to Mr. Nader on Helmets,

Phase Out of Leaded Gas.

Make checks payable to:UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION

Mail to: Joyce Armour, Book Officer 633 Ogden Road
New Lenox, IL 60451
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“Beats me, kids - I’m still trying to figure out how he got his sleigh up there!”

S/C Xmas Cartoon
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Advertizement
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Application Form
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